iPads for Assessment

- What is assessment and how will technology assist us?
- Downloading the 'flyer' from the school website and saving it to iBooks.
- Take out your new mathematics syllabus.
- How to delete items from iBooks.
- Videos for assessment 3D and discussion.

**EN2-1A** communicates in a range of informal and formal contexts by adopting a range of roles in group, classroom, school and community contexts.

**Comprehension Cluster 9, Marker 8:**

```
Builds understanding about the meaning of a text by identifying and discussing text organisation and features, e.g. cohesive links.
```

- Demonstration of how to take video and retrieve it off the iPad.
- Other videos – 4V
- Survey Monkey and assessment
- Other uses for the iPads and assessment (brainstorm – record notes on iPads using the Notes app).